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A PERSONAL INVITATION.

YOSEMITE NATIONAL PARK IS YOURS! WE OF THE NATIONAL PARK

SERVICE WANT TO HELP YOU TO MAKE FRIENDS WITH YOUR PARK

AND TO UNDERSTAND IT IN ITS EVERY MOOD . ALL OF THE FOLLOW-
ING SERVICE IS OFFERED TO YOU free BY YOUR GOVERNMENT:

Visit the Yosemite Museum!
Here .you will learn the full story of the Park ---- what tools were used by

the great Sculptor in carving this mighty granite-walled gorge ; who lived
here before the white man came ; how the Days of Gold led to Yosemite 's
discovery ; how the pioneers prepared the way for you ; and how the birds
and mammals and trees and flowers live together in congenial communities
waiting to make your acquaintance.

Plan your trail trips on the large scale . models in the Geography Room.
The Yosemite Library in the museum provides references on all phases of

Yosemite history and natural history.
Popular lectures on Yosemite geology and other branches of natural his-

tory are given by nature guides at scheduled times each day.
The nature guide on duty will be more than willing to answer your ques'

tions on any subject.

Go Afield with a Nature Guide !
Take advantage of this free service that will help you to know your Park

A competent scientist will conduct you over Yosemite trails, and from him
you may learn firsthand of. the native flowers, trees, birds, mammals, and
geological features.

See Schedule of Nature Guide Field Trips.

Visit . Glacier Point Lookout!
From there you will obtain an unexcelled view of Yosemite ' s High Sierra.

The binocular telescope ,will bring Mt . Lyell to within one third of a mile
from where you stand ; you can recognize friends climbing trails several
miles away. The; Nature Guide in attendance will help you to operate it and
will explaia,wvhatyouu.-see.

A small library is at your command.
You will enjoy the informal nightly campfire talks given here.

Attend the Nature Guide. Campfire Talks!
In addition to the museum Iectures members of the educational staff

give talks as a part- of the evening program at Camp Curry and Yosem-
ite Lodge . Non-technical explanations of how Yosemite came to be ; what
you may expect of Yosemite bears ;, how the local Indians lived ; what birds
you see about-yaiir'eampt ; -uihattrout you will catch in Yosemite waters;
how you may best visit the wonderland of the summit region ; and scores
of similar subjects are given by the National Park Service Nature Guides.

ALL OF THESE OPPORTUNITIES ARE PROVIDED FREE OF
CHARGE BY YOUR GOVERNMENT.

—TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THEM—
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FISHING IN YOSEMITE

By H. C. Bryant

MANY people coming to Yosemite valley complain that the streams'MANY
fished out ; others that the Merced river trout are so educated

to the incantations of the angler that they are uncatchable. In spite
of such reports there are many that are having excellent sport a few
miles down the river . Those who are willing to go into the back coun-
stry are richly rewarded. Illilouette Creek easily reached from Glacier
Point has furnished many a limit this year : The Tuolumne river
from Hetch Hetchy Valley to Tuolumne Meadows will be excellent
fishing grounds for many years to come. It is to be made more acces-

`si.ble this year by the placing of a hikers' camp at Glen Aulin, about
seven miles down the river from Tuolumne Meadows . Of course, the
drop of 2000 feet down past the Waterwheel Falls to Return Creek
will keep it from being over-fished . Yet the large-sized fighting rain-
bows taken from the pools should be enticing Few seem to find
Cathedral Creek which is crossed by the Magee Lake trail . Here fine
large Eastern brook trout are available . Lake fishing, which is such
a great attraction to many anglers, is beginning to furnish fine sport.
Several lakes which appeared to be fished out several years ago now
teem with fish . Automatically lakes get a rest . . As fishermen have
ho success the word is passed around and everyone avoids that body
of water . After a few years the lake again comes into prominence
as a fishing ground . Tenaya Lake has been systematically planted
for many years and is now showing the results. An old story was to
the effect that trout could not thrive in Tenaya Lake because it was
populated with suckers . This has been proved a myth for fishing has
continuously improved . Fine large trout are now taken in numbers,
whereas a few years ago no one, even the most expert angler, could
catch a trout.

Even the increased travel is
likely to reduce angling opportuni- an automobile . As a consequence
ties only near the valley . The new those who are willing to seek the
Yosemite fish hatchery will be able streams and lakes of the back coun-
to plant a half milion or more trout try may expect .as great a thrill as
a year in Yosemite streams. Then, a certain party that visited back
too, more and more men seem country streams the past week and
afraid to move very far away from found excellent sport.

57-
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MORE ABOUT PIGMY OWLS

Enid Michael

On the morning of June 20, 1927, more the show was on ; and the
we again visited the Pigmy owl hest show ever. Four owls were
haunt in the oak grove at the edge huddled together in a row in plain
of the Stoneman meadow. As we sight and silhouetted against the
approached the nest site we real- sky. The old bird was holding.
ized that we were just in time for clamped down on the branch, the
a show, as our ears caught the body of a chipmunk, but now she
sound of weakly trilled notes. did not pass out the food bite by
Young Pigmy owls were calling for bite, as she had done in the morn-
food, and we felt sure that the ing. Each young owl in turn helped
parent birds must be in the neigh- himself, and all the while the meal
borhood . This trill, or food call, progressed there was a constant.
as we have learned to 'consider it, trill of young voices . Apparently
somewhat resembles the trill of the young birds were being taught
the Western Chipping sparrow, but to take care of themselves.
the notes are more squeaky and A chance to study young Pigmy
lack the metalic quality . Looking awls is rare, indeed, and so to take
up high in the branches of a Kel- advantage of the opportunity we
logg oak we caught sight of a again headed toward Camp Curry
parent owl feeding what appeared early on the morning of June 21.
to be a full-grown young one. The As we approached the owl tree,
old bird was perched on a limb and early as we were, we realized that
held in her talons a chipmunk . Bit we were not to be the only ob-
by bit the old bird tore the flesh servers at the haunt of the owls,
from the body of the chipmunk for there, lying on the ground, with
and passed it to the youngster that a pair of binoculars glued to his
snuggled close beside her on the eyes and a note book handy at his
limb. The young bird was plied side was C. A. Harwell.
with food finally to the point of This morning the young owls
distention, then he drew back and were eating quite independently.
refused all further offerings. The Each had his own perch and each
parent bird flew to a higher had his own choice morsel . One
branch and began stuffing a sec- was feeding on the remains of a
and youngster. When in a few young robin ; one had a lizzard con-
minutes this second young bird was sumed, all but the tail . One parent
satisfied, the parent bird left the bird and one young, apparently
oak and flew across an open space, through with the morning meal,
to disappear into the dense foliage were sitting in the sunshine preen-
of a great yellow pine .

	

ing their feathers . ,
The parent bird carried with her After seeing the owls finish their

the remains of the chipmunk, and breakfast, we went on, and we were
its tail swung beneath her . The all three of us much pleased at
parent bird was soon followed by having learned so much about the
her young, and then it was that we habits of Pigmy owls . Now that
discovered that there were three the young owls are full fledged we
young instead of two . cannot expect another such treat

When we were returning from this year, ' for they will no doubt
Nevada Falls in the afternoon we seek more prosperous hunting
met C. A. Harwell of the nature grounds, the neighborhood of their
guide service, and all three of us home tree being .sadly depleted of
went together to the owl tree . Once small song birds .
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Ladybird Beetles Versus Aphids

By Shaler E . Aldous

Nature has a wonderful way of posa, is also suffering from the rave
keeping her charges well balanced. ages of these lice.
To the average observer in Yosem- The bark of many of our common

rite valley It would appear that we trees and shrubs is completely cove
' are having a ladybird beetle inva- ered by scale insects that are grad-
sion, and many would actually feel ually relieving the tissues 'of their
concerned regarding the outcome of food supply . The result is that at
such an influx. This enormous in-
crease in the ladybird beetle popu-
lation is merely Nature's mothed of
.keeping a check on another group
of very destructive insects belong-
ing to an order of insects known
as Homoptera. This order includes
such pests as mealy bugs, scale in-

' . sects and aphids or plant lice.

Among our numerous species of
ladybird beetles all are beneficial
except one—the Mexican bean bee-
tle. The primary food of the great
majority of ladybird beetles, both as
larvae and adults, are these soft-
bodied Homopterous insects.

Aphids exist on almost every type
of living plant. In fact: we could
almost say that each plant has its present many of the limbs are dead.
own type of aphis . Many plants Hordes of these Homopterous in-
harbor more than one species and sects are playing h...voc over the en-
many species attack more than one tire valley, and it is a consoling fact
plant. At the present time the to see the ladybird beetles in large
black oak, Quercus kelloggii, is suf- numbers.
fering a serious attack of aphis . It Other beneficial. insects such as
is hard to find a leaf that is not Syrphid flies derive a great part of
occupied and the edge rolled in by their existence from feeding on in-
these small succulent pests . The sects of the order Homoptera. It
coffee berry, Rhamnus californica, is our duty to know these insect
is likewise badly infected. The lit- friends and give them,our every aid
tle red leaf gall on the Mariposa in helping to preserve our plant
manzanita, Arctostophylos mari- population.

59

Convergent Lady Bird Beetle

(Hippodamia convergens)
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Spotted Owls Seen in Yosemite

By C. H. O'Neal

On the morning of July 28, 1927, tieing the noise behind him, he
eleven members of the Yosemite slowly turned his head turret-like
School of Field Natural History left so that it faced directly backward,
the Yosemite Museum at 6:30 making in all a tourn of about 180
for a trip up Indian Canyon . After degrees. This great neck move-
much climbing and slipping on the ment, even though his vision is of
rocks and crawling through the the binocular type, must permit
brush we arrived, at about 10 a. m., him a right or left-hand range of
near the top of the talus slope at vision of almost a complete circle
an elevation of slightly over 5000 We wondered if this great neck-
feet. Here we stopped a few min- twisting was not an advantage in
utes in the shade of a golden-cup- permitting him to locate noise ur
ped oak near the stream in order to prey without the necessity of hav-
regain our breath, quiet our hearts ing to move his body, which would
and mop our brows.

	

be much more likely to attract at-
The leader, Dr. Harold C. Bry- tention.

ant, made some calls like a young
bluejay in order to see if they were
near. Suddenly there was a great
shadow upon the ground . Lifting
our gaze we saw a beautiful adult
spotted owl (Strix occidentalis oc-
cidentalis) alight on a golden-cup-
ped oak about 12 or 15 feet away.
His splendid coloration, the noise-
lessness of his approach, his fear-
lessness, and the fact that he was
about in daylight was a surprise
to everyone . From his perch he
calmly gazed at us, while we scram-
bled around to obtain a better view.
After about a minute, finding as
not suitable for food or having his
curiosity satisfied, he flew about
fifty yards across the canyon and
alighted in a golden-cupped oak at
the foot of a tall cliff.

Having become again more or
less normal physically, we followed
him over the boulders to the tree, Growing weary with out atten•
when to our surprise we saw three tions, the bird flew to a higher
owls. Two young ones with downy limb . In so doing he dropped a
heads were perched in the tree next breast feather . This breast feather
to the one in which the adult alight- had a white spot near the end
ed. Immediately below the young which when arranged crosswise in
ones was a shelving rock on which line with others give a barred of-
we scrambled. We were thus able feet upon the breast.
to get within about 12 feet of the Turning our attention to the adult
lower one. His sleepy indifference a little higher up we studied him
or stupidity permitted us to scru- carefully . Our field notes contain
tinize him carefully for several . the following desciption of the
minutes, when he flew to the ad- adult : The estimated length was
jacent oak tree where we were about 18 inches . The tail was short
again able to study him carefully protruding but a short distance be .
at close range.

	

yond the wing tips. The head was
Dr. Bryant went behind him for rounded ; there were no ear tufts.

a study of his back markings . No- The iris instead of being gtr„ee,e . ..

Spotted Owl

(Strix occidentalis occidentalis)
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ored was slate. The breast was yet- tracted by noise in the mid-morn-
low brown with a white barred ef- ing when they are supposed to be
feet. The facial disc was yellow- strictly nocturnal is of outstanding
bah, strongly bordered with black . interest. However, the canyon was
The top of his head and back had still in the shade and the birds
white spots on a dark brown sur- perched in fairly thick foliage.
Pace .

	

To have had the opportunity to
The most unusual thing about see three specimens of such rare

these rare birds was their activity birds was a treat well relished by
in daylight. That an adult was at- the class.

EXTRAORDINARY FISHERMEN

By Mabel E. Hibbard

I was going to say "unusual fish- comes to land bringing with it an
ermen," when I realized that just Eastern brook trout at least eight
because such incidents are seldom inches long, projecting head out,
witnessed by human beings they from the snake's already unhinged
may be natural and not at all un- jaw. As fast as the trout wriggles
usual in the animal world about us. outward, the muscular walls of the

E. W. Gundger, associated in ich- mouth and body of the snake draws
thyology of the American Museum, it still farther in ; until at length
writes in volume 25, May and June,' the whole trout, from tail to head,
1925, Natural History Magazine, of disappears within the snake's body
several authenticated instances to be slowly masticated by the di-
coming under human observation gestive juices and muscular move-
of aquatic spiders catching and ments of the alimentary processes
eating fish an inch or more tong. of the snake.
The spider, measuring perhaps Is it not wonderful that any trout
three inches across from tip to tip survive the attacks of their many
of legs, attaches Itself to a stone by natural enemies from egg to adult-
the tarsi of the two rear legs, just hood? For this reason, it is alto-
above the water ; while the other six gether fitting that female trout de-
legs are widespread out upon the posit so many hundred eggs, since
water, denting but not breaking the they are set adrift where the 'in-
surface film. The body is in the sympathetic and merciless law of
center with head very close to the the survival of the fittest maintains

,water. Suddenly there is a dive harmony in the world of nature.
beneath the surface, the free legs There animal preys upon animal.
tightly clasp an unwary trout fin- The unwary, the sluggish, the reek-
gerling which the powerful fangs less and the physically unfit indi-
pierce as the spider angler quickly vidual perishes . Result, the great-
withdraws upon the stone and est good to the greatest number—
without formality immediately pro- evolution to more alert and strong-
ceeds to devour its catch .

		

er animals—the flexible, mysteri-
ous, beneficent and ever operativeFrom the Sierra region in and balance of nature.

about Yosemite National Park Does the intrepid fisherman,
come true accounts of tragedy in then, as he struggles to land a two
troutland. Since all the stories are or more pound beauty realize the
similar in essential details, to re- many previous battles waged and
count one is sufficient.

	

won by his gamy opponent and so
A water snake not more than withdraw the hook from its mouth

two feet long is observed making un- with the attitude of admiring re-
usual and spasmodic motions in the spect with which one good all-
water instead of its regular grace- around sport always looks upon an-
ful swimming glide . Then, to the other?
marvel of those watching it, it I wonder .
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AFIELD WITH THE NATURE GUIDES

NATURE GUIDING
AT GLACIER POINT

I have just finished a week's sta-
tion at Glacier Point Lookout . A
week on the rim thousands of feet
above the world of the Valley floor.
It has been a week of exquisite
thrills, of purple sunsets and gran-
ite peaks.

But I have not been alone in my
enjoyment. The hotel has been
crowded to ultra - capacity with
guests eager to escape for a night
the dust and traffic of the Valley
floor . They were like children re-
leased from school—these people.
Few persons have I ever met who
are more appreciative of the rare
beauty which surrounds them thann
those who come to Glacier Point.
They come as one person and leave
as another . The Point weaves its
spell over them until they change
from non-interested 1ayiitee to al ,
dent students and children of Na-
ture. Telephone girls from San
Francisco, shop girls from Seattle,
butchers and bakers from Oskosh
and Kankakee—they all come and
invariably before they leave are
eagerly seeking information of the
"how" and "why" of trees, birds,
animals and granite canyons.

When the sun goes down and the
light purple of the snow-capped
ranges deepens dark purple and the
dark purple blends into night,
beautiful human silence falls over
the watchers on the hotel porch.
They have touched Nature in one
of her varied moods . Later when
we gather around the fire in the
lobby the conversation is not poli-
tics, it is not war or dancing nor
Wall Street or -,heat. It is of trees
and sunsets and white rushing
water. And still later when the
music begins in the ballroom as a
signal for the dance to begin the
crowd migrates—not to the ball-
room but out into the night to seek
the harmony of stars, black silhou-
etted firs and roaring waterfalls.
The subjects of Midas and Mam-
mon have ralIen before the spell of
the Red Gods.—Dorr C. Yeager .

a

CIIICKAREES EAT STEMS
OF BLACK OAK LEAVES

A field party recently stopped to
observe a couple of ehickarees or
"pine squirrels" busily working in
the foliage of a black oak tree.
They followed out the upper limbs

to the leaf clusters, seemed to eat
something and soon a leaf fluttered
to the ground. Then another leaf
fell and so on . Gathering up the
leaves it was found that the leaf
itself had not been touched but the
peticle, or stem, to the leaf, was
gone. At this season of the year
the pine seeds are hardly ripe
enough to attract the chickaree and
evidently some of these squirrels
turn their attention to a makeshift
food supply. Certainly in this in-
stance this squirrel was feeding
upon the sterns of oak leaves .—H.
C. Bryant.

A CHICKADEE'S NEST
IN A NOVEL PLACE

Upon arriving at Glacier Point
on May 31, I immediately began
erecting the tent for the summer
season. The stove had been left on
the tent platform and was covered
over with a piece of canvas. After
we had gotten the tent placed and
the stovepipe on, I started to build
a fire, when on opening the top of
the stove I was greeted by a sharp,
hissing note not unlike the hiss c . f
a gopher snake. I peered down
into the darkness of the firebox
and there was a short-tailed moun-
tain chickadee sitting on a nest.
She would fluff out her feathers
and expel the air from her lungs,
I induced her to leave the nest . ;;ha
had burrowed out a place in the
ashes and lined it with the stuff-
i g of a mattress or quilt, and hair
of the California ground squirrel,
rat or flying squirrel as well a .c
other unidentified hairs . In the
bottom of the nest were seven eggs.

I did not start a fire, needless to
say .--D. D. McLEAN.

FEAR SV I''H THREE
C1. l& ENTERTA1NS
YOSEMITE VISITORS

It is not often that bears give
birth to more than two young. How-
ever, triplets are occasionally found.
A fine . Large mother bear and three
cubs have been seen almost daily
for the pest two weeks near Mirror
lake . Several persons who teased
this mother bear have had to have
wounds dressed at the hospital.
More and more it is apparent that
the regulations against the feeding
of bears must be enforced to pre-
vent accidents .
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GROUNDSQUIRREL BURNS

	

now it is loaded with cherries.
HIS NOSE

	

An hour spent at the cherry tree
morn-Guests on the porch of the Gla- between 8 and 9 on the sunny morn-

ing of June 10 was indeed enter-
cier Point Cafeteria one evening taming to the observer . During this
last week witnessed an amusing time birds were continually coming
sight. Amusing to the guests, no and going. Following is a list of
doubt, but painful to an inquisitive the species actually 'noted in the
California grounds uirrel .

	

The her of individuals : Western Robin,,
Squirrel had been on the porch for 20; Black-headed Grosbeak, 20;
some time searching the floor for Western Tanager, 4 ; California
crumbs and taking scraps from the Woodpecker, 3 ; Cedar Waxwing 3;

hands of the guests at dinner . A
Blue-fro

	

Jay, 4 ; Western Chip-
ping Sparrow, 2 ; Russetbacked

man at one of the tables lit a cigar- ! Thrush, 1 ; Sacramento Towhee, 1;
ette and sat watching the moun- Western Wood Pewee, 1 ; Yellow
tains with his arm hanging down Warbler, 1 ; Sierra Junco 1• Califor-

nia Purple Finch, 1, and Lazuli
within six inches of the floor. Sud- Bunting, 1.
denly an agonized squeal brought Of the fourteen different species
the man's attention from Vernal of birds noted in the cherry tree all
Falls to the interruption at hand . save the Wood Pewee were seen to

eat cherries . Although the Towhee,
In the words of a witness the squir- the Junco and the Chipping Sparrows
rel "hightailed it" from the porch were seen in the tree they were not
and with a series of squeaks and actually seen to pick at cherries on
muffled noises buried his nose in the bough, but contented themselves

the sand like an ostrich
. It seems by feeding on the ground among the

fallen cherries . Robins, Grosbeaks,
that the gentleman's cigarette ap- Tanagers, Woodpeckers and Jays
peared to be a tempting morsel but were seen to carry fruit from the
was too hot to swallow.—Dorr C. tree ; the other kinds of birds were

Yeager .

	

apparently satisfied to stuff them.
selves at the table, as it were .

to-JACK FIt05T DECORATES

	

With all these birds feeding to-

JACK FROST

	

gether contentment reigned in theLEDGE

	

cherry tree except, on the arrival of
The nature guide party which a jay all birds present would band

made the trip to Glacier Point on together to rout the unwelcome
Saturday, May 28, passed through guest . The harrassed jays would
a fairyland . The storm of the night quickly grab a cherry and be on
before left plenty of dry, powdery their way.
snow above the "rim," and along the Of course, there were many beau-
stream at the upper end of the ties among this happy gathering of
ledge trail every bush carried a load birds . In especially gorgeous plum-
of wonderful icicles . Even the trees, age were the male Tanagers and the
laden with snow, were not as beau- Lazuli Bunting, but the real threat
tiful as the scintillating ice which was the Cedar Waxwings . Cedar
covered every spray-swept bush Waxwings have been reported from
along the trail . The difficulties of the Yosemite valley during the fall
the climb, including the breaking of months, but the finding of these
the ice in order to get a strong birds in spring is believed to consti-
foothold, were' forgotten because of tute a new record.
the beauty of this fairyland.

Splendid opportunity for studying
MOTHER ROBINanimal tracks was afforded . On the
FOOLS THE SUNway up the ledge trail, foot prints

of a marten were studied . Above After the cool days of June had
.the "rim," a Splendid series of passed and the members of the Yo
tracks made by a bobcat were not- Semite School of Field Natural His
ed. The left-over meal of either a tort' were' clambering for earliermountain lion or of bears was dis hikes, we found that there were
covered in the carcass of a deer
along the four-mile trail, others beside the human inhabitants

Mountain bluebirds, golden- of Yosemite Park who were suffer
crowned kinglets, green-tailed tow- ing with the heat . And the birdsbees and fox sparrows furnished were not exceptions.
thrills for bird students .—H. C . B .

	

A mother robin had built her nest'
THE CHERRYTREE

	

about five and a half feet from the
The cherry tree that stands on . the ground-in the crotch of a shrub be-

bank of Yosemite creek at the edge side the road. In it she had ..aidof the $ouvelski orchard now of- three beautiful eggs,
the biggest attraction to the patiently incu-fers

bird life of the valley . The tree is bated them amid the clouds of
about thirty-five feet high and just dust raised by passing autos, and
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had succeeded in hatching three vo sixth camp, which in previous years
ciferous youngsters. Though the did not exist, has b ien installed at
nest was large, in a few days it was Glen Aulin, but a short distance
filled to the point of overflowing . from the famous Waterwheel falls.
Any observing passerby could see a These camps are not so far re-
nest bulging with three feathery moved from one another as to ne-
bodies and three hungry mouths cessitate an exhausting climb in
pushed well up into the air .

	

going from one to the next one.
Unfortunately, the sun shone di . They occupy well chosen sites from

reetly on this nest during the mid- which hikers may visit the best
dle of the afternoon . The babies that the Sierras offer. By traveling
were very hot . But mother robin with a Government naturalist
was equal to the situation. She climbers are assured of viewing and
perched herself on the edge of the considering those natural wonders
nest with her back toward the sun, for which Yosemite is famous . Res-
spread out her tail and drooped her ervations for a place in one of the
wings, making a perfect sunshade nature guide parties should be
for the babies in the nest . There made at the Yosemite Museum . and
she remained patiently, though her made in advance, for fifteen is the
bill was drawn open by thirst, until maximum number accommodated.
the sun had traveled behind a tree It should be understood that va-
After it was once more shady .;h .: cationists are perfectly free to visit
flew away to drink and rest a few the camps unaccompanied by a
minutes before beginning her inces- guide should they prefer to do so.
sant feeding of those hungry in- The trails are well marked and
fants.—Alice Craig .

	

there is small likelihood of anyone

NATURE GUIDED TRIPS TO

	

becoming lost. :_ guide to the trails

HIGH SIERRA CAMPS

	

in the region of the camps may be

Several parties guided by Govern- Yhad
osmeite

addressing a request to the

ment naturalists have already tra- Park and T , I
Carry
useurr or

C
the

ompany
Yosemite

versed the trails between High Si- Park should ndesignate the A ke rs

erra camps . On July la, July 25, cants

	

puli the b y"Hikers

August 1 August 8 and Auguat 18 Camp Bulletin,"

	

to
A

published by the,

	

yssocia-otherother parties will be organized for tioYosemite
P

AP.
. Russell.

Hi

ussel].
six days of climbing in the higher
regions of Yosemite National Park. GROUND SQUIRREL'S

BACK SCRATCHER
I have often heard of the contor-

tions a chipmunk goes through in
an attempt to scratch . his back,
but not until my recent week at
Glacier Point had I witnessed the
performance.

I happened to be looking over the
edge•of the Lookout one afternoon
when a golden mantled grounu
squirrel appeared from nowhere in
particular, as they have a habit of
doing Suddenly he scampered to
a neighboring manzanita bush and
began a series of amusing antics
After discarding several branches
of the bush as being too high or .
too rough he finally selected one
at the right height and to his lik
ing . The branch selected, he arched
his back like an angry cat and

scratched it by a forward-backward
motion against the branch. the
operation completed he scampered
off and disappeared in the direction
he came.—Dorr C . Yeager.

CLARK NUTCRACKER

(Nucifraga columbiana)

As in past years the camps are lo-
cated in Little Yosmeite valley, at
Merced lake, Boothe lake, Tuol-
umne meadows and Tenaya lake. A



tOM THE NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON OUT-DOOR

RECREATION

Called by PRESIDENT COOLIDGE

HAT THE "CONFERENCE ENDORSE NATURE STUDY IN 'bCHOOLS

D THE EXTENSION OF THE NATURE STUDY IDEA TO EVERY
MERICAN SCHOOL AND FAMILY ;	 THAT THE ESTABLISH-
ENT OF MUSEUMS OF NATURAL HISTORY IN NATIONAL' PARKA

ILL INCREASE THE EDUCATIONAL RECREATIONAL VALUE Or THE •

j '1 Resolution of the Conference.




